AN OLD SAYING

warns
that you can’t build a straight house on a
crooked foundation, nor can you build a
sound structure from shoddy materials.
That same wisdom applies equally (at
least) to race cars. The materials used
in manufacturing matter, impacting not
only performance but safety and longevity as well.
Today’s motorsports manufacturers
enjoy a wide choice of ever-advancing
materials, especially in the areas of metal
alloys and advanced composites, making
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it possible to more closely match specific materials to particular applications—and,
ultimately, to build better, faster, safer vehicles than ever before. The downside is
that it may be harder than ever to keep up with the latest developments in a rapidly
changing and diversifying field.
So we consulted the ultimate experts—the vendors who supply materials to race
car builders—and asked each of these suppliers for the single most important insight
they could offer to the motorsports industry. Some of those “insights” turned out to be
the announcement of an entirely new alloy; others involved the optimal use of existing materials; and still others offered advice on choosing the supplier who can best
meet your individual needs.
All deserve the attention of anyone seeking to build a better race car.
Heat-resistant Aluminum
In March of this year, Eck Industries of Manitowoc, Wisconsin, notified PRI that they
were developing “a new aluminum-cerium alloy” in cooperation with the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory in Tennessee. Andrew Halonen reported that this high-temperature alloy “looked promising for both pistons and turbocharger compressor wheels.”
Shorthanded as Al-Cerium or simply Al-Ce, the new alloy is 8 percent lighter than
pure aluminum, yet it retains its yield strength up to 570 degrees F, compared to 210
degrees for A356 T6, and about 390 degrees for Alcoa SupraCast.
Motorsports applications should be ample and obvious. “To handle extreme
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heat,” noted Eck’s David Weiss, “turbocharger manufacturers have resorted to heavy,
difficult-to-machine, high-silicon moly steel” for the hot side of the housing. Whereas
“Al-Ce, with its retained strength at elevated temperatures, may enable a water-cooled
aluminum housing, saving significant weight.” Cylinder heads represent yet another
potential application. “As the power density of engines increases, heads may run
hotter,” Weiss explained. “But even at 350 degrees F or more, Al-Ce has better properties than any of the cylinder head alloys now commonly used.”
Eck is still “working to tailor the thermal characteristics of Al-Ce,” such as conductivity and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), to match potential applications. “Its
CTE is between that of 2618 and 4032,” said Weiss, “but we are working to push it
lower by alloying it with additional elements that do not compromise its high-temperature properties.” The company has also “published extensively” to promote
awareness of Al-Ce. “And together with the American Foundry Society, we ran a live
webinar, which was very well attended by automotive engineers (and which is still
available at www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ina72D-FXQ4&feature=em-subs_digest).
We are now working with a number of companies to test and develop Al-Ce to their
specifications—with some early experimental work now transitioning into production.”
Halonen confirmed that Eck has received purchase orders and made prototypes,
but was naturally reluctant to share the names of customers or any specifics regarding the components they had ordered.
“The cost of most Al-Ce formulations,” added Weiss, will run about 75 percent higher
than, say, A356. “But most of the cost disadvantage disappears when you consider
that in most cases, Al-Ce alloys do not require extensive thermal treatments. So price
should not be a major concern.” At this time Eck holds an exclusive license from Oak
Ridge to manufacture the alloy, which is available as castings, ingots, billets, or via
sub-licensing agreement.
Tough Rings
Materion Performance Alloys of Mayfield Heights, Ohio, “recently began manufacturing two new piston compression ring materials that don’t need coatings,” said
David Krus. “Engine knock has been known to delaminate coatings from compression rings—particularly in F1—ultimately causing ring failure. Loss of the
coating increases friction against the bore, as well as the likelihood of scuffing
and increased blow-by. But our ToughMet3 copper-nickel-tin alloy is wear-resistant and naturally low in friction. Even uncoated in an aluminum bore, it is less
likely than an iron ring to cause groove wear.” And because Toughmet3 has a
lower elastic modulus than steel, and a coefficient of thermal expansion close
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to that of aluminum, it seals better than
iron or steel rings “right from the beginning of the break-in period.”
PerforMet, Materion’s other new ring
material, is a nickel silicide-strengthened bronze that offers all of the advantages of ToughMet3, plus “five times the
thermal conductivity of conventional ironbased compression ring materials,” said
Krus. “This is important because the only
useful path for heat to leave the piston
is through the compression ring. A CFD
model, verified on a highly boosted fourcylinder engine, predicted that PerforMet
rings would reduce average piston temperatures by 77 degrees F, and maximum
piston temperature by 158 degrees F.” In
addition to allowing higher compression
with greater spark advance, cooler pistons
can be made shorter in height, with correspondingly longer connecting rods, and
ring grooves closer to the crown.
“For more than 30 years,” Krus added,
“race teams have been using a variety of
high-performance alloys from Materion to
improve engine performance. Many may
not even be aware that Materion manufactures the copper-based alloys used
to make their valve guides, valve seats
and bearings.”
High Praise for High-strength Steel
Al Lowe of A.E.D. Motorsport Products
in Indianapolis, Indiana, noted the continuing success and widespread adoption of
Docol high-strength steel—a product of
SSAB in Stockholm, Sweden. “Docol is a
dual-phase, ultra-high-strength automotive steel,” Lowe noted, “common in critical safety areas of passenger cars and
trucks, and now running in almost all
forms of racing, but finding great success
in dirt late models, where we introduced
Docol as a safer alternative to mild steel
and 4130.”
“Dual-phase” in this case refers to “a
special heat-treatment in a continuous
annealing line, producing a two-phase
structure: Ferrite that imparts unique
forming properties, and Martensite that
accounts for strength,” Lowe explained.
Compared to 4130 and other more traditional steels, Docol offers “higher strength,
better consistency, improved fatigue resis-

tance, and controlled failure characteristics.” Chassis built with Docol often last
twice as long as those made of traditional
steels. And as the OEMs’ original intent for
Docol was to save weight (for improved
fuel economy) without compromising
safety, “it also produces an extremely fast
and consistent race car.”

Motorsports requires materials that can be used
in structural and safety-critical applications, such
as this 4130 chromoly tube installed and being
tested on a sprint car. Photo courtesy of A.E.D.
Motorsport Products.

Lowe cited the example of Mark
Richards Racing, builder of the XR1
Rocket Chassis. “The XR1 is a stiffer,
more structurally sound car that puts more
emphasis on the suspension components.
Doing that reduces the scale of chassis/
suspension adjustments.”
In addition to tubing, A.E.D. also stocks
Docol in sheet and plate, “for suspension members, foot boxes, door guards,
rearend housings, off-road skid and
safety plates, and even the large, highly
stressed structures used in pulling tractors. These high-strength steels can be
25 to 50 percent stronger than our traditional 4130 products, allowing manufacturers to produce components of the same
or greater strength while saving significant weight, increasing fatigue strength,
improving consistency—and at less cost,
due not only to material cost, but also
ease of welding,” said Lowe. (Docol can
be MIG welded rather than TIG welded,
as 4130 typically is.)
Cool Composites
Anderson Composites of City of
Industry, California, manufactures carbon
fiber body panels, spoilers, and accessories, some by the vacuum-infused or “wet”
method and others made “dry,” with prepreg material and autoclaving. “There is
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no single type of carbon fiber that is best
for all applications,” noted Andy Fritts.
“Budget, goals, and specific applications
may determine which carbon fiber manufacturing technique is best suited for any
given project.”
The “wet look,” Fritts continued, “is what
many consumers have come to associate
with carbon fiber,” at least in part because
this is what the OE automakers tend to
use in their carbon-fiber trim packages.
And Anderson does offer “wet” products
that weigh 20–50 percent less than the
OEM counterparts they replace. However,
Fritts continued, “the monocoques used
in Formula 1, and the carbon-fiber pieces
used in high-level motorsport (and aerospace) are typically manufactured using
carbon-fiber cloth pre-impregnated with
resin” and cured in an autoclave. “This
‘dry’ manufacturing technique reduces the
amount of resin needed to fully impregnate the carbon fiber, further reducing
weight while increasing strength. It’s
the clear choice when maximum weight
reduction is required.”

Composites, like those used in carbon fiber body
panels, spoilers and accessories, are not a onesize-fits-all material. Budget, goals and specific
racing applications all determine which manufacturing technique is best for a given project.

Anderson offers some fiberglass
products as well. Fritts left us with this
comment on composites in general: “By
definition, composites—including carbon
fiber—are made of multiple ingredients.
And just as if you were baking cookies,
the ingredients, baking technique (including time and temperature) and even the
quality of the pan can affect the quality of
the final product. Anderson Composites
has spent almost two decades perfecting our formulas, and we manufacture
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through multiple proprietary processes
to best serve a given application.”
The Supplier Relationship
In addition to the information on Docol
above, Lowe offered a great deal of
insight into the importance—and complexity—of the relationship between motorsports manufacturers and their material
suppliers. “A racing manufacturer should
have a solid and regular relationship with
a vendor,” he advised, “to assure continuing supply, and to maintain consistency,
or at least awareness in pricing.” While
part manufacturers like to publish catalogs that “may be in print for some time,”
volatile material costs may demand frequent price adjustments to avoid operating at a loss.
Additionally, “it is important that the
vendor understands your products, and
your application of their materials.” Grain
direction, for example, may be relevant to
“further forming” performed by the manufacturer, and/or “load consideration on a
finished part.” Aluminum tubing must be
“formable” so it does not break during
bending or “fail in application.” Even
slipping one tube into another may be
trickier than you might expect: “While
the dimensions and the math may make
it seem possible, the reality is that not all
items will work this way. But by listening
to the items the customer is ordering, a
vendor in the know should catch where
the project may be going.”
A.E.D., Lowe continued, “takes great
pride in supplying high-quality, consistently manufactured and certified materials from reputable countries of origin.
Even though a product may be supplied
with mill certification of material properties
and capabilities, it still may not be suitable
for use in auto racing. With great attention
to safety and quality, we continually look
for better structural products, and regularly submit samples for third-party testing
and validation. Careful inspection while
receiving goods is also important to maintaining the quality of our inventory. A.E.D.
inspects all materials for correct dimensions and tolerances, validates material
identification, and reviews mill documents
for conformance of specified materials.

“As our core product lines, 4130 tube
and Docol tube, are typically used in
structural and safety-critical applications, we research best practices in manufacturing for our application, and work
with the mill to improve these materials
to better suit the industry’s demands—
while of course, retaining the required
specifications as set by Mil Spec, ASTM,
SAE, etc. We also engage with mills and
manufacturers producing newer materials that we may be able to introduce and
apply to auto racing”—materials used
by OE automakers, for example, or in
aerospace. “A.E.D. has also engaged in
crash testing of our materials in partnerships with safety equipment manufacturers and test centers.”
Packaging can be critical as well—and
again, more complicated than many may
realize. “We must be aware of the destination—domestic or international? How
will the goods be shipped—by motor
freight, ocean freight, aircraft, or small
package carrier? How will the package
be handled? By truck freight via terminals
and fork lifts? By aircraft, where it would
be loaded with greater care? Will it be
loaded into a container on-site, or consolidated into a container at a port or terminal? Each of these situations requires
specific packaging, providing protection
from the elements and/or handlers.”
Proper shipping also requires “documentation and scheduling with carriers. We never use third-party carriers or
brokers, so we maintain closer control
of our shipments.” International trade—
shipping to more than 40 countries—
represents 35 percent of A.E.D.’s annual
business, reported Lowe. “Our experience has taught us that each material
and shape may require specific attention,
depending on the limitations of handlers,
climate, and even the time of year, and
long products such as tubing can be one
of the most difficult commodities to ship
anywhere,” he concluded.
Many of these sentiments were confirmed by Greg Fornelli of Stock Car
Steel & Aluminum in Mooresville, North
Carolina. “In most cases,” said Fornelli,
Continued on page 80
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“being a metal service center means
selling a commodity (steel, aluminum, and
metals in tubes, sheets, bar stock, etc.),
as there are international standards for
sizes, grades and thickness tolerances.
What sets us apart is that we stock material specifically geared to motorsports.
In many instances we will stock material
that specifically meets a particular racing
series’ rulebook, while still maintaining

ASTM specifications.”
He continued, “Moreover, we provide
value-added services to meet the
demands of the motorsports industry”—for
example, a full-time department to grind
and polish the company’s tube, providing
“a much cleaner finish, which significantly
improves weld-ability and appearance.
More importantly, we are able to grind
the tube down to the minimum allowable
wall thickness, based on parameters set
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e are very, very particular about
the material we use,” noted Jim
Bernheisel of Bernheisel Race Cars,
Jonestown, Pennsylvania. Bernheisel’s
subsidiary, Lazer Chassis, builds dirt
late model, modified and street stock
chassis. “We don’t go price shopping,
and we buy from only one supplier,
because they know what we want—
and they can get it. Service matters,
because you could be offering the
best product in the world, but it does
us no good if it’s not available when
we need it.”
What Bernheisel wants for chassis
fabrication is 4130 Condition N chromoly, produced domestically or from a
few trusted European mills. “We won’t
use any tubing from Asia, because
there is a difference. Most people are
not aware of this, but the industry spec
for chromoly tubing is the minimum
spec. All good and reputable US
and European material exceeds the
minimum by about 20 percent—which
is a huge difference. So when you buy
lower-cost tubing, you’re not buying
material that is inferior to spec, but it is
inferior to what else is available.”
Bernheisel also demands the certified
specifications from the manufacturing
mill for each batch of tubing. “Then we
file the mill spec sheets and cross-reference them to our chassis numbers.
So if there ever is a problem, or even a
perceived problem, we can check the
mill spec for the actual tubing that went

into a particular chassis.”
Bernheisel buys a great deal of prepainted sheet aluminum, too. But its use
in race cars “is mostly cosmetic, so we
choose a product that’s readily available
and consistent in color, because that’s

Quality service from suppliers is just as
important as quality materials, according to
a source from Bernheisel Race Cars, which
fabricates dirt car chassis. “We buy from only
one supplier, because they know what we
want—and they can get it,” he said.

what the customer sees; and also consistent in hardness, which affects how
it bends. It’s much easier to work with
if it’s consistent.”
Today, racers are asking questions
about the materials used in their cars,
rather than simply trusting that their
cars were built with quality material. But
Bernheisel also warned us that “a lot of
misinformation is going around. There
are materials available to make these
cars even safer, but they are not being
used properly because of misinformation.” You know that you’re listening “to
the wrong people,” he added, if “they
don’t have real data or hard facts to
back up their opinions.” —John F. Katz
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forth by various racing series. Teams
are always looking for even the smallest weight advantage, and this service
provides our customer with the absolute
lightest material possible while keeping
them within the mandated series spec.”
In addition to OD grinding, Stock Car
Steel & Aluminum has also “tweaked
the chemistry and heat-treating” for
the tubing used in NASCAR roll bars—
“working exclusively with the metallurgists and engineers of the Plymouth Tube
Company,” Fornelli added. “By providing
specific mill tolerances for physical and
mechanical properties, we have improved
the performance and safety of the tubes,
all the while keeping within the applicable
ASTM spec A519.”
“Customer service is the most important part of our business,” concluded
Joe Brimeyer, of RW Brimeyer Sales, who
represent Robert and Sons Aluminum of
Newnan, Georgia, “along with a quality
product that’s easy to fabricate.” He also
emphasized Robert and Sons’ wide color
selection (including new metallics, such
as champagne and charcoal) and, like
Lowe, packaging: “Our packaging is oneinch wider and one-inch longer than our
aluminum sheets, which ensures that your
aluminum will arrive free of damage.”z
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